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The Drake University Law Library provides computer access to current Drake faculty, students, and staff. As a public service, the Law Library also provides computer access to authorized visitors only for the purpose of conducting legal research.

We reserve the right to limit the amount of time that a visitor may use a computer if a wait develops. The current user of the visitor computer will be allowed ten minutes to finish.

Visitors must comply with the computer usage policies of Drake University and Drake Law School. In particular, it is a violation of these policies to display text or graphic files that reasonably may be considered offensive or which are illegal under obscenity statutes, such as those set forth in 47 U.S.C. § 223(d) and/or Iowa Code § 728.4. Library users should not be subjected to sexually explicit material, hate literature, or other offensive displays.

Violation of the terms and conditions of this policy may result in the loss of computer access and/or library privileges.